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WENT IN THIRTEEN

add, "Them's my sautiments, too."
grew worse until claimed by death I
Shortly after midnight the Parkers,
several days ago. He was twentylike the Arabs, fold
their tents and
one years of age and one of the most
departed. Shortly before noon today
prominent young men of Tennessee.
the Sion Flower Special will leave for
Mr. sell will remain at Gallatin
Hopkineville, y. *ere they will ENGINEER ARMSTRONG, HOW- IN THE AFFAIRS OF AUSTRIA visiting until the first of next week.
EVER, IMPR,OVES AS REseow the ocitillig treek.
AND HUNGARY SAY REGARDS PNEUMONIA.
PORTS.
New Articles.
Mir. Peter Silcott, of Henderson,
Charity Club at the Inn.
The AmeriLan Inn has been one of
Ky.,, will arrive tomorrow and take
the pleasant features the past week Mr. John Watts Repects to Get Business it Paralysed nnd Troops Are his 6osition as foreman of the blackIT WENT OUT IN
BURST OF SPLENDOR at the carnival. The Inn, which was
-.rnith department for the buggy fac- THREE PERISHED IN A
Away Tomorrow for Kansas City
in Readiness—A Cleeh is All
LODGING-HOUSE FIRE..
kory.
in charge of the Charity club, the soMrs. H. D. Ferguson, of Sey—Wreck on Isle C. & St. L.
But on.
mour, Ind., arrived here yesterday
ciety ladies of the city, enjoyed liberform Hopkinsville, Ky., to join her
Was a Decided Credited to All Who al patronage, netting over $soo. The
Four Others Rescued From the Roof
club receives half of the proceeds
Had a Hand at the
The many friends of Engineer J.
Budapest, Sept. 341—Huge prepara- husband, who is connected with the
When the Soles of Their Feet
Helmet.
which will be devoted to charity.
T. Armstrong, of the Illinois Cen- tions an_ being made for the fopu- buggy concer?. They have been living
in
the
Indiana
has
city,
but
he
Were Scorching.
Saturday
The ladies in charge
af- tral railroatl, will be pleased to learn lace diWoristration next Tuesday in
ternoon and evening wort Mesdames that he is. getting better with his at- favor of the coalition programme. At been over at Hopkintville for a visit.
Mrs. Murray Heagland will arrive
C. B. Hatfield, James P. Sniith, Lin- tack of pneumonia at the railroad hos night &ono torches are to be used to
THE PARKER COMBINE
today from Owensboro to join her A DRUN i SAILOR
ins
Kiger.
Owen
Charles
light
and
Mrs.
up
busithat
the
Meanwhile
informed
to
THEIR
be
regret
streets.
PROMISES.
KEPT
Pltialli,bUt
corps
CAUSED THE HORROR.
They were assisted by the Misses his lowei limbs are numb thorough- ness in this city is paralyzed and com- husband, who is also with the
of attaches at the plant mentioned.
Retta Hatfield, Ella Senders, Emma
merce
is
suspended
practically
bruises
bethe
result of the great
ii
The Paducah Traveling Men's carn- Niehaus., May Owen, Nelia Hatfield, heilistained during the Obion, Tenn. cause of the uncertainty produced by
WILL BE ENTERTAINEID.
New Ylark, Sept. 3o.—Two men
ival which has been in progress all Helen Hills, Helen Allcott, Irma wreck several weeks ago. He has the political deadlock.
The cent of living has increastd tre- Arrangements Made by President for were burned to death as they slept, a
this week closed last night in a verit- Hecht, Clara Thompson, Helen Pow- no feeling whatever in his legs, but
third so badly burned that he died, in
able burst of splendor. The whole ell, Kathlene Whitfield, Garnet Buck- the physicians think he will pull mendously by reason of the continuPrince Louis' Reception.
a hospital, another is in a dangerous
ation of the .unrest.
Movement
town turned out CO mane and there ner, Henri Allcott, Cornie Grundy, through all right.
through the streets it dangerous, as
were sure things doing in the fun.' Mildred Owen, Gertrude Pinkerton,
Washington, Sept. 341—By direc- condition, and several others suffered
Leaves About Tomorrow.
conflicts between the police and stu- tion
lint. The faithful subjects of jolly and the Mesdames Carrie Ellis, Wm.
of the president the state and serious but tprobably not fatal injuMe. John Watts expected to get dents or international socialists occur
old King Carnival fairly turned them- McCabe, Charles Jame;' and VanCulnavy departments have begun the ries in a fire in a two-story restaurant
away yesterday for his future home daily. Many persons are in the hosselves wrong side out and the way in.
preparation of plans for the reception and lodging house at Nos. 221-223
Inn
was
The
particularly
in
pitals
attractive
Kansas
cannot
a
result
City,
he
frequent
but
of
us
finds
the
the
en
smile
put
a
spend
they
did
.
in this country of Prince Louis, of West street. The two mien who lost
earnival association that won't wipe last evening, florist Schmaus having leave until tomorrow. He is now brawls and promiscuous stabbing. battenburg. The British ambassa- their lives occupied Room 13 in the
off. And it was a crowd that seemed donated thousands of cut flowers and packing his household goods and de- Two students have lost their lives in doo Sir Mortimer Durand, has sup- rear of the building. They were over
come by smoke and burned to death
reluctant to say farewell, and not till potted plants which graced the sev- parts as early as possible. He has the fighting.
plied the state department with a reeral
tables,
and
mainthe
receipts
from
to‘go
Western
to
city
to
that
to
The
troops
ordered
have
been
disperse.
they
Over
after midnight did
vised list of the staff of the prince in their bed.
The dead:
5,000 were on the grounde: at the fin- which were donated to charity. The tain headquarters as secretary and hold thernselves in readiness and the and of the captains of the ships of
JOHN M'MAHON, -thirty years
/
, ish. The gate receipts 'how an at- young ladies who served Saturday treasurer of the Railway Carmens' emperor's policy of absolutism may the squadron who will accompany
be put into effect at any time.
old,
longshoreman, bunted.
tendance of over 25.000 for the week. were respkndent in red carnations national organization
the rear admiral on his forthcoming
ROBERT VAUGHAN, twenty-two
While the socialists are at the bot- visit to •Washington.
And it has been a cameral that may and debts', the gift of Mr. Sanchez.
Wreck on N., C. & St. L.
One of the distinguished guests at
longshoreman, burned.
tom of the disorder, they receive imbe looked back to with pleasure. Not
The English squadron, under comA dispatch yesterdaygfrom Lexing- portant support from other sources.
William
McClelland, tbirty-two,
unquatified success. It has been the (be Inn Saturday evening was little
mand of Prince Louis, of Battenburg,
sailor;
escaped
from room with his
one feature has detracted from the Miss Susan Porter Sleeth, the charm- ton, Tenn., stated as follows regardThe minister of the interior is quot- will, according to the present plans,
.
cleanest and best carnival ever held ing baby who won first honors at the ing a wreck happening on the N., C. • U Saying that hope of a solution arrive at Annepolis on November t, clothes on fire; died in hospital.
in this locality. Society turned "out infant show Friday. The young dc St. L. railroad: A very destruc- of the Oresent difficulties is far dis- remaining there until the 7th or 8th,. The fire is believed to have reeulted
in force and helped make it a success. lady's father presented the Charity tive wreck occurred on the Nashville, tant, as the nation overwhelmingly when it will sail for New York, ar- from the esrelsness of. a drunken
The best people of the town were club with half the prize, a $5 gold Chattannogai & St. Louis railway just favors the position taken by County riving there the .9th, and remaining sailor, who is known to have entered
there and they had a time, too. There piece. The proud father by the way west of Neely Station yesterday. The '.Apptinyi and Francis $osauth, who in New York until the 17th, when the stairway to the upper floor early
heavy freight drawn by have become national heroes in conevert no accidents during the week showed he was right, and "came tratkhs
the squadron will sail for Gibraltar, this morning.
The first -known of the fire outside
to mar the pleasure of the occasion. across" to the judges with cigars and two **Ines, leaving this place botsnd sequence of the emperor's snub. where it is to, to on November 25.
It was one round of unadulterated —well, "coco cola," the "booze which for Wapitis. The cause of the wreck Count Apponyi expresses the fear
of the was when McClelland, his clothes on
the
the
stay
time
During
oi
pleasure and the committee in charge made Paducah and the American Inn veas the *reading of the track, de- that the populace cannot be restrain- squadron at Annapolis, probably on fire, dashed down stairs from *he
railing both engines and causing ed and insists that the appointment
Id licensed to swell clear out of shape famous."
the ad cv 3d, the prince will visit lodging house and ran into the sa,Mr. Milton Sanchez, who had them to jump into a ditch. All of of Kolomon Szell, as the emperor's
with pride.
Washington and be received by the loon. The bartender threw his apron
charre of the Inn, desires to thank the train crew in charge of the train representative, is the only peaceable
around the flaming man and finpresident.
at
this
lived
place
a
the
fireman
except
ladies
and
everybody
who
ally succeeded in smothering the
way
situation.
else
solve
the
to
Parker
What They Think of the
helped make it 'such a popular and by the name of Austin, wheme home
flames. McClelland was so badly
Meantime the %asses take comfort
Company
SYSTEM
RUNNING.
successful place. 'The mammoth was in-Memphis and who had his leg in reports to the effect that the emburned that he died within an hour.
While the committee is receiving
business done there proves conclu- broken in two places and otherwise peror isepatibleeto climb dovin
Four of the lodger* ashia..arers unr commendation for the success of the
Interlocking Plant Put Into Use at
able
to reach windows had a narrow
i carnival, it is no more than just to sively that festivals of this character injured. The other members of the from hisliofty attitude. The HungarTennessee River Bridge.
can be promoted without the German crew were slightly injured, but *es- ian treasury is in a sorry state, as
from death in the flames. They
escape
committeemen's
give some of the
Village, which some thought so es- caped without any serious damage. large sums in taxes remain uncollectthe
Yesterday there was completed had made their way to the roof of
opinions of the organization which sential to the welfare of the enter- Both engines
were badly broken up. ed. Baron Banffy publishes a long
skylight
only
to
building
the
through
and pii( into l_peration the interlockhas fitrnished the amusement attrac- tainments. The soft drinks supplied
letter in the Budapest newspapers ing machines at -the new Tennessee find the burning building separated
tions for the festival, the Great Park- the demand, and reduced to a miniAttorney E. W. Ruby wll retarn this morning refuting charges 4made
er Amusement company.
river bridge of the I. C. The inter- from those adjoining by chasms a
mum the boisterousnessiwhich exists today from Louisville.
against him by Viennese traducers.
Secretary Hoover said, We can't where the German Vilhiges are conlocking plant prevents a train from dozen feet in width on both sides.
say anything too good about the ducted. The ladies will be cifesented
running out onto the bridge while None of them dared attempt to leap
Parkers. They came to us recom- with their portion of the Inn t•oceeds
the draw span of the bridge is turned which might have landed them in
another roof or sent them
mended as the best amusement ag- just as soon as the expense account is
so as to let. steimboats pass the safety on
death on the stone-paved
to
crashing
gregation in the business. They have arrived at.
structure. When the draw span is
They were surrounded
below.
courts
more than come up to expectations.
turned for the steamers the interthe roof upon which
and
by
flames
They are the cleanest organization
Out With the Hammer.
THE STATE DEVELOPEMENie HARDY COMPANY WILL SOON locking plant throws the main line
scorching their feet
was
stood
they
we have ever had dealings with.
rail so that a train will run off onto
The Mothers' club attended the
CONVENTION TO BE WELL
HAVE ITS FIRST JOB
plight
was called to the
when
their
. eir attractions are varied and carnival in a body last night. The
the ground track and not come on
ATTENDED.
OUT.
and they
firement
attention
of
the
di
icily first-class and up to the min- club was there with the clubs, too.
the bridge. This plant is for use in
rescued.
were
ute. Their big show, the Roman Judge VanLtine's life has been a
case a train does not happen to be
Coliseum, featuring Reckless Russell, nightmare, and repeated telephone Representatives Are Being Chosen
flagged down, or the engineer gets.
It is Now Ready All But a Final or
NI; a dollar circus in itself. All the calls yesterday gave him his autobioIn. signals confused.
From Every City and County
Finishing Touch of Paintlother attractions are the‘
best in the graphy. "Van" never did know what
of the State.
ing.
Op - Alleiness. We take pleassife in recom kind of a fellow he was till he offiJUDGMENT STANDS.
minding the Great Perkier Amuse- ciated at the baby show. Only about
'
Pt company to any committee in three mothers in town think he is a
Addicks' Personal Property Must Be POLICE MADE 327 ARRESTS
Delegates -4zom this city and counPresident John V. Hardy;- of the
of the best in the amusement man of sound mind. Townsend and
Sold, Says Judge Gray.
DURING MONTH OF SEPTeey are good enough for a re- Russell got off comparatively cage, ty have been selected by President Hardy Ru.ggy company, yesterday
TEMBER. •
Decker
dethe
A.
to
state
y.
attend
gement to Paducah."
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 30—In the
not being known, hut both have been velopment convention which is to be stated that they did not finish atteir
first
buggy
like
they
intended
to
by
-.Erma Lackey, president of wearing armor plate since the verdict
.
held in Louisville October to, 11, and last evening: The first vehicle com- United States cii-atit court Friday,
dm riarttival association, said: -The was returned.
Judge Gray dismissed the petition of The Breaches of the Peace Predomi12 by representatives from every city ing not of their factory will be prefilOnt'pectpla are the best bunch or
•
nated, as 79 Parties Were Arand county of the entire common- sented\ te the Commercial flub of J. Edward Addicks, in which he askitliga.thet.1 have ever had the pleased a stay of proceedings in t5e $45.Miss Re. es Piked
rested for That.
gathering
object
of
the
is
wealth.
The
this
and
although
city,
while
it
was
-WO njoktin a business war. From
000 judgment recently obtained againSeveral ladies of the American Inn to devise Means and plans of developvirtually eniehed yesterday as regards
manager and own- declare that one of their number de104-1.1Castaie...y,
01
ing the mineral, farming and other being put together, Mh. Hardy decid- st him by Chas. S. Hinchnian, of
Camden, N. J., and under which Adesteteillid Wed Stoughton, assistant Man serves the honor of first apprehend- business interests of the state and
An unusually iarge number of ared to puf an extra fine coat of paint dicks' ne,c01121 property on .four
does the staff, the" are wen ing Miss Raffle-. Thursday night push everything to the front.
..
rests were made during the, month Of
on
in
to
have
order
the
finish
extraor•ite'else full sense of the werd. they spotted her in the Coliseum. . The local representatives are. J.
faro-,
the state was levied upon. September which do-ed thk morning
E. dinarily mike. This coat will be put
carnival
Unit,,d
aggreMarshal Flinn there- at midnight, as the records in the ofStates
ether
with
Miss
Emma
Neihaus,
acting
as Englert, Pete Reeves, Eugene Harris, on tomorrow. and the buggy then let
..
.
are _the top-liners.
.
spokesman, approached the myster- Monroe Baldry, Jessie Harper, Nor- stand until Wednesday so the paint upon made arrangements to hold a fice of Lieutenant Frenk Harlan, of
./
sale of Addicks' personal property on the police force, showed that
talfitilleeltrik.fails to ex7tiallit ious ItOss and patmounced the magic Net :Bryant, of MeCracken county,
227 war
can properly dry. It will then be October 11 and 12
NI of words of words. Ladies
the Inn are wit= ianiteit Paducah and the Commercial turned over to the business organizarants had been issued for as many
of the entire noises that she said it right too. -club, A. J. Decker, Standley DuBois,
'people 4elio were arrested. This is
tion that will raffle same off, together
eo.ee
ft me that Con. However, "Raffles" denied her identi- 4111neco Burnett, Wheeler Campbell,
EYE INJURED
greatly in excess of the catches made
with the fine Set of harness donated
"e•
. There's no ty. Well, Baker, come across with David W. Coons, Ed J. Paxton, H. C. free by the Paducah
during one month, but the largeness
Saddle works of
stalling,
-.crawfishing. He $5o for the young lady who beat you Rhodes, Col Dreyfus, Frank M. Fish; Fourth and Jefferson streets. The $o c Mrs,. Lena Murray Hurt by of the total is accounted for by reafly•eg Wire—Loses Fingers.
beirnege
e -itdeletly on the square to it.
et, Geo. C. Wlsllace, D. L. Adams, money derived from the outfit goes
son of the fact that many people of
that'.
slid."
Louis t. Bebout, J. C. Flournoy, W. half to the c'tib and half to the Home
the city *ere arrested by the sanitary
Mrs. Lena Murray, itif South Fourth health offrcers
akin' $04thea, president of the
P. Hummel, C. H. Charriblin, Thomas of the Friendless.
Handed One by Demona.
for not keeping thc:r
street, was yesterday unscrewing the premises in a
Ma's dub, said! "The
"Dainty,
Determined, Desperate C. Baskett, Dr. C? E. Purcell, Louis
--clean and tidy condi.
top to a fruit can at her home when tion.
elltightty is the best -bunch Demona who dallies twice daily with Brown/ow and James E. Wilhelm.,
-. Nephew Died,
PN W..". Parker and Con T. death" and then some, .surprised a Judge Lightfoot has already chosen Mr. T.IK Bel/."traffic manager for the wire holding the top flew off and The arrests tdc were as follows:
non the Pike I ever young Mr. Fresh on the carnival delegates from this county for the the Hart:
le! company. has gone to struck the eye of her son Lee, who Drunk, 19; brearfi of the peace, 79;
a
transactions with. grounds. The maid irf sixt'e'en sum- convention, which promises to be a Gallatin, cnn.,1where he was called was painfally injured.
di,sorderly conduct. io; false swearWhile working around sonic ma- ifig, 3; rape, 2;
We've
elo with circus and mers and several bad falls, who is a very successful affairs.,
by the cteath of his 'nephew, ttle.
drunk and disorderly,
-carnival peho before and kw square "lea roller" in the correct sense of
Thomas Greert at Er Paso, Texas, chinery at the basket factory in Me- 7; murder, s; immorality, 6; obtainileallets the Great Parker Atnusernent the word, was doing the Pike when
The youege man's body -was brought chanicsburg, Joseph Knight yester- ing money under false pretenses, 2;
a
oomoany bends the list. It'vent the wise youth tried to impersonate the sationgl performer, signing herself back to his home in • Gallatin and day had the 'first and second finger grand larceny, 5; altering' checks,
r;
merely "One little woman in Kencut off of his right hand.
4iefers on the front:s of the shows "holknv ball and encircle her
•'
disorderly _house, 7; gambling, 3;
with his tucky who is interested in you more buried.
iff*
credit t- th, Paiikot nano and arms. Demona didn't
The death of the young man is pemalicious shooting, 6; nuisance, 27;
take boxing than words can tell.” The refrain
s
attn. I wid Add that the
and fencing lesson* for nothing and of the epistle was "Oh give it up be- culiarly sad and resultId from an ac- AWAITING RESULT OF
conspiring to defraud, t; malicious .
# itel
matrons whs.. have had rharc`e the way she landed on the lad
AUDIENCE WITH KING. cutting, 6; embezzlement, t; useng
with fore it is tot" late." Perhaps a quiet cident he received a year or two ago
of the American Inn and who have an uppercut extinguished his
attending
while
the
University
of
Tenbuda
Pest,
Hungary, Sept. 30.—The profan language, 2; bench warrant, r;'
lighting little tip to the unknown writer wdl
ceaperone4 the young ladies of the station.
nessee in Nashville, from whence he political factions are anxiously await- adultery, 3; malicious assault, t; viobe
Russell
in
order.
is
a
married graduated with high
(-fly who have been assisting therein
honors.. Kr.
man and the sentiment of his charm- Green was captain of the football ing the rcsn't of the audience which lating Sabbath, 1; fugitive from jushear me nut in the statement that it
Thinks It's a Shame.
ing
little
wife to Miss Buttinsky is team, ant during a game one day on Count Czaky, Rresident of the upper tice, 2; abduction, r; attachment, I;
is absolutely the cleanest organization
`- -Irrie romantic Paducah maiden "Oh cut it out,
madam, before 'it is the gridiron he got in a mix-up with house of the Hungarian diet, will have incest, 1; converting to private use
they have eVer encoontered. • And who has been attending every perof the king-emperor today, and his the preperty of another, r; vagrancy,
too late."
Reckless Russeles act
( other players while scrambling for
much of the tores; of the carnival frosnanee in the libeenao
majesty's decision in regard to his 4; total, 227.
Coliseum pales into insignificance as compared the, ball, and a rib
was broken. The future attitude towards the Hungarian
is due to these ladies of the Charity this week has taken an
It will be seen that last month
unusual inter- to the risk he took Friday, when he ,.feageueed end
penetrated his lung in de in ands
club Who have41,th
there was made the largest number
„Sec:Vass Russell, the nne-teg- acted as judge in thehiby show. "Oh
smelt a manner that afterwards conto the falltaitiVa171
The effnrts of the coalition leaders of arrest's ever effected in a similar
hicytlfAlbs. She re- give it up before the Mothers' club sumption. developed
and he was tak- to prevent rioting have been success- period of
Messrs. IZ C. Renner and S. N.
time, for breaches of the
al Its pent-up emo- gets you" weinld have been more to en tto El Paso for
his health, but no ful and 4!iere have been no disorders
flecet, wen-dors of the committee, tionq tri
peace. The enumeration also show;
letter to the sen- the point.
benefits accnred, and he gradnally since Wednesday.
many important captnres effected.
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NOW OF THE PAST

CRISIS NEAR

• Last Night the Carnival
Ended its Career

Longshoremen Braved Hoodoo and Were Lost
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iELECATES NAMED BUGGY THIS WEEK

BIG DOINGS
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SILVER SERVICE

THE SCHOOL

UNVAILING

BUSINESS NOTES

411.

Are You Planning to Remodel?
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near figure, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive- literature on modern sanitation and will show you the samples of
we have in our showrooms.

THE DAUGHTERS OF THE CON LARGE CROWD WILL PRATICI- MISS MORGAN AGAIN WO ILL AMOUNT OF SUBSCRIPTION
FOR THE WHEEL PLANT
FEDERACY CONTINUE TO
PATE IN WOODMEN AFTO TEACH HER o_
ay*
PUSH THE WORK.
FAIR TODAY.
SECURER.
ROOM.

.t

'1 -

'oo, •

They Have Raised Nearly One-third Armaments of Three Deceased Brothof the Amount Desired for the
ers Will Be Unveiled at Oak
Present.
Grove Cemetery.
in•••••••••••••••••••••11

Rouse's Successor—Truant Of- Mr. Will Minnish Buys Out the Commission Business of Mr. Joe
ficers to be Narned--Ftunigaticsn
of the Schools Completed.
Exall.
'

F.

VW"

The Daughters of the Confederacy
continue their work of getting up
subscriptions to the fund to be used
in purchasing a silver service set for
the gunboat named Paducah, after
this city. A number of additional
contributions have been gotten the
past day or two, they being Harry C.
Rhodes, $10; Campbell Flournoy, $5;
A. J. Decker, $10; C. L. Bruason &
son, $5; Paducah Furniture Manufacturing company, $5; L. B. Ogilvie
& Company, $ao; Dave Flournoy, $5;
Purcell & Thompson, $5; Arthur Y.
Martin, $2,50.
111'24 tallies a total of $435.5o that
has been pledged the
s for their
set of fine silverware"
h Will be
io tie officers anti trio/ 21
Craft named
1(:'r the 'municipality. It is the desire
"',ne ladies to raise at least $1,500
4so the set can be one of the finest in
the entire land, and compare favorably with similar presentations made
different vessels by the respective cities or states for which they are
• '
named.
" Everybody is respOndhig liberally
to the work of the ladies, but not
much has been done the past two
weeks, as the good women have been
busily engaged at other things. They
have considerable time on their
bands now and intend to push things
until they have what is wanted.

The VVioodeten of the World will
hokl their unveiling ceremonies this
afternoon at Oak Grove cemetery,
and prospects are for one of the largest assemblages eger held in recent
years, as it will be •a district affair,
participated in by ,delegations from
every town we of the Tennessee
river in this portion of the state. The
monuments to be unveiled are those
erected above the graves of Felix
Renfro, Edward Clark and William
Mitchell, all members of the organis
ration whci have pacaed away. during
the past few months.
Ite order will
The Jeriev camp
meet it"
their hall over
at
—is afternoon
.
p
-roadfoot's grocery at Third art4
Elizabeth streets. Forming a body
they come to the intersection of Fifth
and Broadway where they will join
the members of Oliver camp who
assemble in their lodgeroom over the
Richard Wialker drug establishment.
Here the two bodies combine and
proceed afoot to the cemetery where
an interesting and impressive programme will be carried out.
Over too out-of-town brethren
are expected to be here for the occasion, aehile in the procession will
be about too members of the uniform
rank, clbthed in their full regalia.
The ceremonies wiW be presided over
by J. W. Helsley who is district manager for the secret order.

•

Prot

'I

Bass rmma

• 1. .

Morgan has suffered a
relapse -with her attack of illness and
as result the scholars in the High
school department at the Washington
school building are not receiving
their instructions in the study of English which is handled by this lady.
Supt Lieb is looking around for some
good, proficient substitute, who will
take the place until the regular inatraCICor reeners from her ailments,
but has not thus far succeeded.
When schoo1 first opened three
weak; ago Prof. Sugg svAs ill and
Ws Morgan took charge of his
room, while the etuty.of_lfglish was

The entire jto,000 worth of bonds
to be floated here by the steel wheel
factory concern have been subscribed
for, the last being taken yesterday
afternoon. Now that this is finished
with Secretary Coons, of the Commercial club, is preparing to go to Cincinnati within the next few days to
show the buggy and vehicle factory
people of that city the sample of the
improved steel wheel in order to Re
what they think of same and if there
will be a demand on the market for
the wheels.
•Messrs Raum and Carroll are ex-'
pected here from Chicago this weekl
to clOic llegOliatiOns for location Isere
of the factory.
ask—.
Commission
M. WIll Minnich has badlibt the
commission business of Mr. Joseph
of North First street, and yesterday took charge. Mr. Mknnich the
day before sold his insurance business
to Mk. I. D. Wilcox.
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ED. HANNAH,Plumber.
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D
oes Your Watch
Need Repairing?

held in ageyance white Site was
oecnied. She then took sick herself,
Do
*Ant a first class Job by an
and had to take a week or ten days
off to recuperate at Cerulean Springs.
expert 'workman? If you do
Returning she started off the English at the Washington building last
Monday, but after teaching only a day
or two became sick again and was
compelled to abandon her room. She
is now confined at their room, and
as prospects are not favorable to her
224 Broadway,
Paducah,Ky.
Resumes Old Place.
return to duty for a few days the supMr. James Fuller, of the Maxon's
erintendent is looking around for
some other capable party to take Mill section of the county, is preparing to move back into the city himcharge unti; she can get back.
self and resume for the winter his 4.444444444+4.444.4444+++++.411411
old
place at the Langstaff-Orm manuNew Professor.
Tomorrow begins the last week of facturing plant, on South Second
teaching by Prof. Albert Rouse, Second street. At that place Mr. Fulwhose resignation is effective next ler was foreman for about fifteen
Saturday, when he quits the schools years, while two years ago he bought
Mill
entirely to pursue other callings. His a fine farm out about Maxon's
he
Now
there..,
family
his
moved
and
successor will be selectel at the coming meeting of the school board Tues- thinks of coming back into to*n himday evening, and it is about'settled self for the cold months, while his
that Supt. Marvin Ragsdale, of the family will remain on the farm.
county schools, wiW be chosen to fill
Profession Adopted
the vacancy. This will necessitate the
Linn left yesterday for
Harry
Mir.
the
resignation of the latter from
county schools, and appointment by Nashville, Tenn, to enter the coliege
Judge Lightfoot of his successor, who and study medicine. He is the son
will have to only fill the office until of Mr. B. B. Linn, claim agent for
and a
the first of next year. as at that time the N. C. & St. L. railroad,
+4+4444+4±H•Hial-4-444-4-11
young
enterprising
and
most
popular
the new superintendent takes his
place, the electon for ht sinffiY— man.
place, the election for this office comMks Building.
ing off in November.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at the office of Architect 0. D.
5,5
Truant Officers.
Of Paducah, Kentucliy.
Schmidtt, on the top floor of the
of
session
night's
.next
"At
Tuesday
selfwill be men of extraordinary
SNEERS AT PANAMA TRIP
Fraternity building, there will be opCapital and Surpluts $1815,000
poise, if they ate not influenced by the board the trustees will take up pened the bids put in by contractors,
what may be a prevailing sentiment the question of electing truancy offi- signifying for what they will conSenator Morgan Writes Mr. Shoots among them.
cers, whose duties are to see what
struct the Elks proposed home on
Canal Plans Will Fail.
"Since the ratification gf the Hay- ehildren of school age are not at- North Fifth street beside the post- ED P. NOBLE,PRE&
O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE*
*
Varilla treaty, which I opposed, I tending the schools, and compel (he office. If the bids corns within $25.N. W. VAN CULIN CASHI&R.
Bermingham, Ala., Sept. 30.—In an have done all that I could and much parents to send the little ones to the 000, the lowest and best proposal will
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
open letter burstink with sarcasm and more than I thought couOl ever be educational institutions. The officers be acepted by the Elks buildingotoencriticism, Senator John T. Morgan to- of advantage to the country to sus- duties also include that of looking pany and contract awarded according- per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
day refused to accompany Chairman tain the government in its purpose after little ones who play "hookey" ly.
proof vault for rent at $3 to 1to per year as to aim. You carry your owe
Panama and see that they are properly punishShonts and a party of engineers to to construct a canal at
Panama, because he does not con- Yet I have not believed that success ed. These officers were never before
and no one but yourself has access_
key
Not Very Heavy.
sider the proposed tour of inspection could crown their efforts even in their selected around here, but the state
The business done down in the reas more than a pleasant excursion most costly and desperate form. You school authorities have notified the tail district last evening was not so
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
party.
may find the way to unlock the bar- local instructors of the common- heavy, as the carnival drew many
"I could not wisely, intelligently, or riers that nature has interposed at wealth laws that provide for these out there. The establishments conjustly," said Senator Morgan, "give Panama. If you should be so fortun- afficialie who will have to be named. ducted by the Jewish people were
an opinion to any commissioner, as ate I will applaud your genius and This town is entitled to two, and as dosed all day, but opened at 6 o'clock
yet there is only one announced can- in the evening, as their holiday came
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
to the possibility of a dam at Bohio, courage."
didate, Mr. William T. Byrd.
168 feet below the level of the sea,
to a close then.
Building purpooes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSthat would supply a canal at ninety FIRST BUDDHIST TEMPLE
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beURE
Will Not Be Ready.
feet above sea level; or as to a dam
IN UNITED STATES
W. C. T. U. GALA EVENT
come
and discolored.
dark
yestersaid
Patterson
II.
W.
Capt.
at or below Gatun, that would supLET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
ply a canal at thirty feet above the To Be Erected at Los Angeles, Cal. day that he would not have ready by Illinois State Convention Will Meet
Tuesday night the statement he is
sea level, or as to a dam at Gamboa
Wall Be Imposing Structure.
in City of Union's Birth
getting up for the trustees, showing
that would control the waters of the
October 5-g.
due
are
claim
schools
how
tile
much
Chagres river, or to a possible tunnel
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 30.—A site
the
as
to either ocean to cafry off those for the first Buddhist temple ever them from the municipality
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY.
Bloomington.. Ill., Sept. 30.—Octoflood waters.
built in the United States has been share due the educational department
Bloomin
event
gala
a
be
will
5-9
her
coltaxes
"I must say that I distrust the ex- selected here and, as the funds re- of the city, from the back
The city ington, for on these days the state
pected advantages to congress or to quired are on hand the work on the Iwted by the public officers.
schools convention of the Woman's Christhe
pay
the country of such an excursion, or building will soon be started. A9- is going to refuse to
collec- tion Temperance union will net
tax
back
the
anything
from
the value of any opinions that may be cording to the statement of Lotd
have here. This event is of stili more inwill
trustees
formed on great engineering prob- Abot Spenshaku, the head of the tions, therefore, the
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
it is terest from the fact that tile great
as
and
courts
the
in
snit
bring
to
the
States,
lems, by a body of gentlemen who Buddhist in the United
on
city
this
in
born
was
organization
cirthe
in
institute
too
late to
are nonprofessional and must form temple will be a magnificent struc- now
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
come up Oct. 27, 1874. Mrs. Peter Whitmer,
their conclusions from surface ap- ture, closely following the oriental cuit court any litigations to
was
capitalist,
and
banker
the
of
wife
dockcivil
the
of
term
month's
this
pearances. Neither of these import- style of the temples in India and at
for guests at the
et, there is absolutely no necessity for then a leading worker in the tem- management
ant committees can derive any legiti- Japan.
with
She
city.
this
in
cause
perance
report
his
have
to
Patterson
Capt.
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
mate conclusions upon vital facts that
several other women formed a plan of
The Waller rolling plant at 'An- completed by Tuesday night. He has
must control that vast subject, from
societies
the uniting all of the woman's
Very best accommodations at reasonable
the opinions of those who are mere niston, Ala., was burned Friday morn gotten off from the city records
which were working along tempertaxes
back
much
showing
how
figures
guests of an excursion party and they ing Loss $75,000.
have been collected, and is now get- ance lines into a single unified orting them in presentable shape for ganizations, which could be made enteral in its scope. A date was fixed
the trustees.
Dawson:Springs, Kentucky.
and Mrs. WIhitmer was OM of the
comsnittee
leading members of the
First Monthly Report.
out invitations to all
The first mrpthly report since the which then sent
to take part. Delisocieties
the
of
A
weeka.ago-wiIl
titre*
-*shoots **stoned
rTrTm
came
gates
be presented Tuesday night by Supt.
Frances E. Willard representing
Lieb to the trustees, and it will show Miss
(Incorporatedj
She was selected the first
Chicago.
quite an increase in the attendance of
FowJennie
Mira.
and
secretary
General Cartage Business,
white children, as compared with last state
of this city, wife of a
year, but in the colored buildings a ler Willing
professor, was chos- Superior Facilities for
Office
noticeable decrease of a couple of Wesleyan college
this organizaFrom
president.
en
hundred scholars prevails.'
Machinery
Freight,
2nd
handling
and Monroe
tion, begun thirty-one years ago, the
movement has spread until it is world- And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones II
Fumigation.
wide. Mrs Whitmer still lives here
Yesterday the board of health par- and Mrs. Willing is a resident of
ties fumigating the schools got New York. Both are now aged- yet
through with all the white buildings active.
and started in on the colored ones.
They will have everything done by
The Game at Herne.
tomorrow, and the structures cleansed
Plain Dealer.)
(Cleveland
fever.
of all possible germs of scarlet
the woodshed.
from
clamor
a
Rose
No more new c,ases have broken out,
there;
mother
frantic
a
Rushed
better.
getting
while thoie ailing are
explaining:
forth
father
a
Came
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerTomorrow morning when the schools
heir."
the
fanned
merely
have
"I
taken
up
be
all resume there will
again the room of Miss Virginia
Investigation has developed that
Yohnson, at the Lee building on
Fourth and Ohio, and Miss Cathey the Mississippi lunatic asylum is beI urge upon all Democrats the importance of registering at their
Residence Phone 726
Thomas, of the Washington building ing crowded with negroes driven in- Office Phone 369.
on West Proadway. These were the sane by taking coke.
respective precincts next T uesday, October 3rd. You must do
only two that had to dismiss their
k you to request your friends,
this if you desire to vote. I
The $3 excursion to St. Louis is
children on account of fever hreaking
and especially ,those young me who have never voted to register.
only for special train leaving Paduout among the little ones.
cah at 9 a. m. October and
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER. I

Announcement

AUTUMN MILLINERY OPENING
Tocques : Picture Hats
ZULA COBBS, 415 BROADWAY
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 3, 4.
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LOUIS P.H[AD
Democratic Nominee For

REPRESENTATIVE
General Election, Nov. 7, 1905.
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OUR OPENING OF FALL MILLINERY
uesday and Wednesday, October 3d and 4th, will be inaugurated our regular
Fall and_Winter Opening of114illinery----THE EVENT OF THE SEASON---upon which occasion a most lavish display will be made of correct modes that are
truly authoritative. Exclusive Eastern and Imported Designs, elegant materials
made up by true artists in our own work rooms for your inspection; experienced and
polite attendants to wait upon you,_ coupled with the most reasonable prices ever
made in this city, insures satisfaction to every visitor to our establishment. We invite you
to call and carefully
inspect our offerings. Music from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

t

4

THE MRS. D. W.COONS MILLINERY CO.
P1-10NE 51I-a
524 BROADWAY
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NEW CHURCH

IT IT INVALID? ---E 'THE W.C.T.

"MAXON CHRISTIAN CHURCH" THIS QUESTION OF STREET
IS NAME OF NEW CONCONTRACTS WILL BE
GREGATION.
TAKEN UP.

CO

•

3

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have

just opened an up-to-date and;well stocked hardw
The exercises of W. C. T. U Red
are deLetter day, commemorating the birthpartm
ent
for
our
estab
lishment, and are: carrying a mammoth
Bishop Duncan Had Not Arrived One Councilman Will Move That the day of Miss Frances E. Willard, Sept.
Friday
on
28,
afternoon
at
the
Bapstock recognized as one of the finest in the state.
Early This Morning—Ramsey
Contracts Be Taken Away From
tist church, were not unworthy of
It includes
Society Meets
Ingram Parties.
the occasion.
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware
Mrs. Julia Miles, superintendent of
, Granevangelistic work, read the Crusade
The new Christian church that Rev.
itewa
At tomorrow night's meeting of the
re,
Carpe
nter
and
Brick
-maso
n Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Psalm, the 145th, the first Scripture
B. W. Bass has organized out in the council there will be taken up the read
in connection with the memorHardw
county, yesterday filed articles of in- question regarding the invalidity of
are,
and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by
able woman's crusade. After leading
the
corporation with the county clerk. the bitulithic street contracts, and in- in prayer
Mrs. Miles gave an interleadi
ng
house
teresting
developm
s of the country.
The incorporators are W. W. Morents are expected esting account of Miss
Willard's conris, C. C. Peal and Theodore Kelly, in this connection, as nearly all of version
and her deep religious charand they name the congregation the the officials seem to be favoring tak- acter.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with
"Maxon Christian Church," it having ing drastic steps towards the NashleadThe
roll
was
then
called
and
each
ville
contracto
rs, who seem to be out
/its location at Maxon's Mill, eight
••••••
ingho
uses,
we
person
are
present
in
responde
positi
d
giving
by
on
to
give
the best for the least money.
miles from this city down on the after the jobs alone and do not work
a quotation from Miss Willard's sayCairo pike in the county. The congre for convenience, benefit or comfort of
ings. In this exercise some beautiful
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
gatiow will meet at the school house the cities where they get work.
gems
of thought were expressed.
The
city
solicitor
has informed the
until they enter their own building.
Mrs. Dorothy Koger, superintendiluthorities that the contracts are inent
of Red Letter Days, gave a list
falid
on
account
of certain defects in
Reidland Dedication.
Bishop W. W. Duncan, of South ordinances. records, etc, and as this of them, giving one for each month
Carolina. had not come up to early decision of his has been reached since and explaining the meaning of each
this morning, to help preach the ded- the last session of the legislative one.
Mks. Fannie Dunn, superintendent
icatory sermon at the Reidland Meth- boards it naturally comes up tomorodist church out in the county. Rev. row night, and a warm scrap is an- of flower missions, gave a beautiful
T. J. Owen wili have another able ticipated from both sides. The 4toard account of the first meeting between
‘
r 11
minister to pertinent this founction, of works takes the stand that the con- Miss Willard and Jennie Cassidy, of
blessed memory, as a result of which
provided the bishop does not get tracts are not invalid.
Yesterday
hard
rain
stopped
the
"Flower
missions" was made another
here at all, although late last night
no word had come saying the out oder the excavation work, both on Jeffer- department of W. C. T. U. work,
_P"
son street at First, and also on Ken- with Miss Cassidy as its national
could not come
ance papers.
tucky avenue near Fourth, as the superintendent.
downpour rendered the places entireShe made 14 visits to the poor farm,
Mrs. Pearl Norveli, superintendent
Building Society.
ly too muddy for the laborers to work of mothers' meetings gave an earnest where she gave 600 religious and
The Church Building society of the
in same.
talk on the importance of this depart- temperance papers and $5 in cash.
First Presbyterian church will meet
The Nashville contractors have got ment, beginning with
She made fifty visits to needy pria scrap tirobTOMorrirw afternoon at a o'clock at
their lawyers looking up the question ably written by a bachelor,
defining a vate homes.
the poster's study. Subject for the
also as to the validity of the con- baby to be "The Prince
Held religious service at each visit
of Wails; an
les•on. Mark, chapter la.
tracts, and their legal advisors will be inhabitant of
Lapland; the morning of jail, hospitals, poor farm and prion hand tomorrow night.
caller; the noon day crawler; the mid- vate home.
Ramsey Society.
One councilman said yesterdgy that night brawler and
closing with the
Gave away 500 articles of clothing,
The Ramsey society of the Broad- he intended making
a motion that words:
permanent homes for 12 children and
way Methodist church will meet to- everything in connectio
n with the "For a little chikl in this busy
world found employment for 26 women,
morrow afternoon at s o'clock at the contract be declared
void, the work Is the strongest power for
had three children adopted.
good,
church building and all members are taken away from the bitulithic
com- And the noblest crown a mother
Through her efforts also, more than
urged to be present.
pany, and re-let to other concerns.
wears
one erring one from the "slums" of
Is the crown of motherhood."
Paducah has been led to a higher
Missionary Tea.
Enforced Judgtnent.
Mrs Nellie Elliott, formerly sup- life.
The Women's Auxiliary of Grace
Yesterday C. W. Cherry filed suit
Mrs. Chiles paid a beautiful tribute
Episcopal church will meet next Fri- in the circuit court against the.Mer- erintendent of L. T. L. work in Paday afternoon at 3 o'clock and give genthaler-Horton Basket company to ducah, read an article in the Union to the influence of the white ribbon
a tnissionary tea at the residence of enforce collection of an Vino judg- Signal by Miss Anna A. Gordon, na- and said that wherever she went she
Miss Eleanor Trezevant, of West ment Cherry got against the Mergen- tional vice president of the WI. C. T. found the W. C. T. U. reaching down
Monroe street. The election of offi- thaler-Horton Basket and "Miachine" U. and for a number of years Miss to left up the fallen. No one could
Willard's private secretary, entitled, listen to this report without being
cers ()curs at thie meeting and all are company this spring.
Cherry was "A Good Great Name." The writer deeply
impressed by the sincerity of
asked to bring their united offering working at the plant and got a finger
begins with a verse written by 'Miss the speaker.
boxes.
cut off. He sued the "Mergenthaler- Willard under
the inspiration of the
.By request from the leader, Mrs.
Horton Basket and !chine com- church belks ringing
in the birthday H. H. Duley read Miss Willard's rea- LADIES' CRAVENETTES, SIZES FROM 32 TO 4o, WORTH $7 50,
•
pany"
and
got judgment. The con- of George Washington.
BIG DOINGS
It
sons fo; being a prohibitionist as giv- FOR $s oo. MISSES' CRAVENETTES FOR EARLY
cern re-incorporated and struck the "A good great name"
FALL AND
It is the goal
en by herself.
Several Thousand Braved Elements name "machine" from their title that
SCHOOL
Of all this splendid world can give;
WEAR,
SIZE
io TO 16, WORTH $6 50, FOR $5 oo.
Ws. Anna Friant, superintendent
LAwas changed to the "Mergenthaler- The conquest
to Attend Big Barbecue.
well may nerve the soul of literature, read a short poem by
Horton Basket company." This latDIES'
CRAVEN
ETTES, ALL SIZES, FROM $7 50 TO 815 oo.
For man to die, for God to live."
Miss Willard entitled, "I Never
Despite the fact that a slow, steady ter concern claims they are not liaIn the article, Miss Gordon, who is Knew." after which she told the story
• rain fell yesterday morning for sev- ble for the judgment which should
also the world's aecretary of L. T. C. of how the saloons were driven
from
eral hours at Mayfield, there were be paid by the "Basket and Machine" work, makes a strong plea for, this
and kept out of Rowlandtown and
company.
sev.ral thousand people attending the
that-the. nams-of said--the -results --were -de -ter- a -great
big barbecue given at the fair grounds
Miss Frances E. Willard becomes extent, to the generous circulation
411
of
by the citizens of Mayfield to the To- GOES TO CALL
"A Great Good Name" to members tern'perance literature.
ON EMPEROR of the Loyal Temperance Legion.
bacco 'Growers' Association of Graves
Miss H. E. Brooks, superintenJent
county. Many sheep, lamb, beef, etc.,
Mrs. Eldiott referred to her former of press work, commented op
Miss
were prepared for the occasion and a Witte May Be. Made a Count or work with the legion here anil said W)llard's
rare facility of expression
Chief
of
Cabinet
of Ministers.
big time had, although it was quite
she had a personal knowledge of a and quoted from her, "The press dedamp and muddy under foot foil a
number of previous members who partment seeking to reach and utilize
St. Petersburg, Sept. so.—M. Witte were now men grown and
while.
had kept the plant of the newspaper, both reThe gathering was in honor of the left St. Petersburg Friday by boat their pledge of total abstinence in re- ligious and secular, in
every town and
growers of tobacco, but everybody to meet Emperor Nicholas, who, gard to both alcohol and tobacco.
village, is one of our mightiest en- may soon be restored to health and
How the Idea Came.
with his family, is prolonging his
was invited.
to her loving subjects in the W. C. "Do you know who
Mrs. Magnor, superintendent of gines of power."
wrote the first
yachting trip in the Finnish Gulf. The tinfermiented wine,
read a paper from
At the close of the exercises Mrs. T. U
dictionary?"
meeting will take place at Rjoerke, Ass Willard,
on "The New Era," Kilos- invited all present to remain
Contesting a Strong win.
"I do not; but I have no doubt it
the unfrequented little fishing port vividly describing
thee results certain for a social hour. Very soon, howNOTICE
was
some man who had a four-yearwhere the recent interview between to follow right living in the
care of ever, the lady with her attendants,
(Cleveland Leader.)
old boy clamoring for definitions.—
Emperor
Nicholas
and Emperor Wil- the body as well as the soul.
"Wfiat makes Peck look so WON
disappeared as mysteriously as they
The unveiling ceremonies of the Puck.
liam took place just before the peace
Mrs. J. M. Byrd, superintendent of an at the carnival, but in an incredibly Woodmen of the World
Tied?"
take place at
conferenc
e,
and
where the imperial scientific temperance instruction, read short time, the most
"He's been contesting his wife's
delicious frappe Oak Grove cemetery next Sunday
M. Witte is telling his people in ,
yacht
Polar
Star
is
now
lying.
a most interesting article from The of which it is possible to conceive afternoon October 1st,
will."
St.
Petersburg that Emperor William
at
3
o'clock,
It
is
understoo
d that M. Witte will Union Signal on this subject.
"Why, I didn't know his wife was
was served with wafers. It is needless weather prevailing. The ceremonies praised him to his face while he was
dine
with
the
emperor
and
empress
Mks. Ida R. Chiles/ superintendent to add that they were enjoyed with a of this order are very
dead."
grand and im- in Germany most flatteringly. The
this evening, and he may receive noti- of jails and prison work,
"Thats' just it--she isn't."
read her true Roosevettian delight "Long live posing and should be witnessed by a emperor told him he
was an honor
fication of the honors in store for report of last year's work.
She had Mrs. Roger" was the words heard large crowd. The public is cordially to the czar.
hint It has been reported that he made 26 visits to the jail, gave away
from every side as they lingered over invited to be present.
Our Amazing Consistency.
will be made a count and receive the 1,500 religious and temperance
pa- the dainty saucers.
Signed:
(St. Louis Post-Dispatch.)
The Southern immigration and
order of St. Andrew, but a more sun- pers, a number of tracts, one Bible,
S.
Altogether, it was a day •long to
And now we are getting mad be- stantial honor may
GEO. WV LEE, Chr.
quarantine conference to be held in
be his nomination ten testaments, twelve other good be remembered by those
present. The
cause the Argentine Republic is to to the post of
GEO. R. BROADFOOT,
Chattanooga in November has full
chief of the cabinet of books, and sent the wife of one pris- only cause for regret was
place a high tariff on agricultural and ministers.
the absence
P. A. CALLOWAY,
assurance of being well attended and
oner
to
her home in Henderson, Ky. of the president, Mrs. Eliza Puryear,
ndiistrial marlin ery. Our consistCommittee.
of More than passing interest.
She made 11 visits to hospitals and who is con fined to her room by illency is enough to amaze the universe
•• I
Subscribe for The Register.
gave away 480 religious and temper- ness, It is the wish of all that she
Subscribe for THE REGISTER
Subscribe for THE REGISTER. ,
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This week we will offer some extra
bargains in Ladies' and Misses' Cravanettes.
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CHILDREN AND
MISSES FINE
ZIBELINE COATS
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Like cut, in blue and brown, sizes
10, 12 and 14, at . . . . $5.00
This is a special.
Ladies' Coats, 42 to 45 inches long
at $5.00, $7.50, $8.00, $10.00,$12.00
and up to $30.00.
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- The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.

s.

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
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BOTH PHONES lys

SALES ROOMS 114-116-aey.as-3-41.0U-TIL-THIRD STREET.
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SUPERB AND FASCINATING
SECOND EDITION OF
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As produced over 300 nights at The Garrick Theater, Chicago
NEW COSTUMES
NEW SONG HITS
75 PEOPLE
NEW SCENIC AND ELECTRICAL EFFECTS
New Musical and Other Features, including the Whirlwind Broiler Girls. Bigger, Brighter, Better than ever

[Ifs 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50. Seats on Sale Thursday 9 a. m. Phone 548
No telephone orders taken until after

9,

10 o'clock.

44.04904140.-.Z.
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Saturday, Oct. 7th

A MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION AND PERFECT PRESENTATION OF

Marie Corelli's

TELEPHONE 548

MATINEE AND NIGHT

FABIO ROMANI

most widely read novel
Interesting!
Massive!

Marvelous!

Pe

Matchless!

A vivid picture of the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius produced in a startling and realistic manner with the aid of
transparent scenic curtains, patent
electrical appliances, calcium light effects and magneaian combustion.

PRICES:

MATINEE--CHILDREN toe; ADULTS, asc.
NIGHT—ac, 35c, soc, 75c.
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You Get the Latest
and the Best Shoes $
When you place yourself on a foundation of fashionable fit
and comfortable durability—Treat your feet to a pair of Walk
Over Shoes—Get next to the ARISTOCRACY of leather anti
enjoy it to your very soul—There's a luxuritkus economy about
our shoes expressed in Service, Satisfaction and distinction
Let us fit your feet. W e make a specialty of FITTING
TENDER FEET.

•

•
A SCENE FROM "THE ROYAL CHEF."

AT THE KENTUCKY FRIDAY NIGHT.

ton, Maxwell Lochner, Wm. Sellery,
Joe Allen, Walter Smith, Frank De
Bang, Helen Darhag, Stelle Tracey,
Flcie Moore, Rose Clark. Ethel
\Vertley, Elsie Doyle and others, as
cesafut productions.
they glance at the programme. The
Few attractions on tour have a chorus is a contingency that should
more uniformly talented company of not be overlooked in an up-to-date
players, and a surrounding of scenic musical comedy. A bevy of pretty
effects that are truly real artistic pic- girls has become as necessary_tofivis
tures
style of entertainment as brilliant
"The Little Minister" ccntains scenery and costumes. A rich, new
every feature calculated to interest frame will tone up an old picture,
the American play-goers. It contains but it will not beautify it, and it is
!
y on the stage that makes the
natural pathos, surprising situations! chorus attractive. The management
with beautiful climaxes. The dia- prides itself on the youthful freshlogue is bright and crisp and the ness of its choWns girls. The "Royal
characters are not overdrawn. Few Chef" will be presented at the Kendramatic offerings combining the re- tucky Friday night.
alistic and emotional are likely to find
greater favor And success than has
Masterpiece of Fiction in Drama.
the "little Minister" received from
In
presenting "Fabio Romani,"
the press and public.
During the iemarkable career of drawn from Marie Corelli's greatest
this really standard offering has given master stroke in fiction, "The Venremarkable satisfaction everywhee it aetta," the most thrilling spectacular
melodramatic production of the seahas been played.
The engagement is for Tuesday son is offered. Neither expense nor
labor were spared in making this the
night at The Kentucky.
most magnificent presentation ever
given the famous play and it comes
The Royal Chef.
to the Kentucky on Saturday matinee
'In the cast of the "Royal Chef" and night with the full New York
are several of the best known comic company and with all the elaborate
opera favorites on the stage. It has scenery which made it a metropolitan
always been the generous policy of success. The company is composed
the Shuberts to present their produc- of the best available New York taltions with clever actois and actresti: ent and the seettie equipment is the
es, and the dramatic personel of the best ever turned out of a New York
"Royal Chef" is significant of a con- studio. That confidence in the suctinuance of this business-like princi- cess of an elaborate revival of the
ple. rrbeatre-goers will recognize thrilling drama was not misplaced, is
with the keenest pleasnie the names shown by the a'most unprecedented
of Harry Hermsen, Chas. E. Hunting- success it has scored this season.

In The Theatrical World.
A most notabk event in the theatcleat amusements of this city will he
the appearance of The Dainty Duchess company at The Kentucky, Monday, matinee and night. No other attraction presenting musical comedy
merits the patrotkage and unstinted
praise that this organization does for
t e high quality of per ormances
given in the past has given it an
enviable reputation and this season
it is served up to us in even a more
presentable manner with an original
conception in a two act musical farce
something never attempted before by
attractions playing this house, but
from all accounts coming to us from
-neighboring cities the rernarlable suc. -cess of this innovation leaves no
(doubt about its merits. It is a con-live of mirth. musk and song and its
gi ;cress is marked by continued
Matt . ter and applause. The stage
ett s are especially elaborate and
umes are a marvel of excel;:the
lence. nom the use to the fall of the
.Vttrtain there is a continual display
,saf much that is new and novel and
45 a whole the show is the best that
be seen berein in many years.
. •
The Little Minister
"The Little Minister" is a play tinlike anytting you have ever seen, and
equally as refined and not less beautiful than plays like "The Old Home.4trad." Way Down East," "Lovers
-'1Laine„ add other ever popular suc-

1
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Geo. Rock Shoe Co.
SELLERS OF SHOES AND SATISFACTION

327 BROADWAY.
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Packed houses have resulted all along
the route aud the metropolitan engagemeuts have resulted in "Banner"
business, What the eastern pres,
TELEPHONE 548.
thought of the big revival of "Fahio
Romani" is aptly summed up in the
following newspaper pasagraph:
"The scenic revival of `Fithio Romani' was spectacular to a degree unexpected. In the hands of the clever A U
tompasty it proved its right to the N•
light
title of the reigning melodramatic"
production of the season.
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OCT. 3 MONDAY,

The Dramatic Success of the Celt
,

I THE LITTLE

BLACKBURN CANDIDATE
ELECTED AT OW'ENSBC11C2 turf-

Telephone 548.

The Maud Adams Success.

(

OCT. 2

MATINEE AND NIGHT
THE AURORA BOREALIS OF
ALL FUNNY SHOWS.

Owensboro, Sept. 3o—R. H. Neel-I
ey, the Blackburn candidate for representative in the Owensboro city district, was nominated in the primary
RIGHT IN THE SWIM.
held here today by a majority of ftt.
An entrancing spectacular prgduction,
Mr. Neeley's opponent was Judge
Joseph S. Stirman, who hal declared
presenting two farcical frolics.
By J. M. Barrie.
that if elected he would vote to send
The Big Chief of AU the
Judge Paynter to the United States
Exactly the same production as
senate to succeed Senator Blackburn.
The administration forces exerted seen in all the lagge cities,
every effort to OW Seeman, and
The Complete Metropolitan cast of
much money was spent. The contest
More specialties, scenery,
was the most exciting of any, ever 25 people.
costumes and GIRLS
held here for such an office. The
Entire scenic and electric surroundIllackburn managers are now claimthan and other similar
ing every vote at the second congres- ings.
attraction.
sional district.
Prices: 2s, 35, so, 75 and /Woo.
Prices ac, 35c, soc, 75c, 111r.00.
Special Notice,
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
Seats on Sale Saturday 9 a. m.
111••••,:pmewma.

Weber's "Dainty Duchess."

MINISTER

GIRL SHOWS.

The St. Eotris spettal etctirsion
'Willing to Overlook It.
At Cross Purposes.
loaves Paducah Union depot Monday,
October and at 9 a. m., fare $3 for
First Pickpocket (hoarsely)—Here
"Miy uncle," she said, "was once a
the round trip. On Tuesday, Octo- he comes nowt
member of the United States senate."
ber 3rd, the fare for the round trip
Second Pickpocket—Ali right. You
"Never mind, darling," he replied.
is $5.3t, good on regular trains.
keep a watch on 'Ina while a take a "I love you tco much to let that stand
in the way."
watch ofIen
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
,

•

•

•

A GREAT SALE OF NEW AUTUMN MERCHANDISE
From the best makers of America, bought with cash as low as we honorably could. Priced to make it to your interest to buy everything here
1 OUR AUTUMN MILLINERY
OPENING WILL TAKE PLACE
NEXT THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY, OCTOBER s AND 6.
It will be a feast of Fashion Fancies in all that's moat stylish for autumn wear. You're invited and well
be dal!etted to have you bring your
si
friends along.
A great sale of stylish Wool Dress
2c, 25c, alk, 35c, sgc, sot,
1
Goods at r6/
55c, 7se, 89e, pac and $i a yard.

•
.• •

McCall's stylish patterns at is. .
Woman% perfect fitting skirts in
the nage fall style's at $2, 6.65, $3.
$3.50, $3.85, $4, $4 59, $4.96, $5.5o,
$8, $6.o, $1.50, $8 50, $9. $9 50. $to.
Another big
$zz and St' 50 each.
invoice reach us this week.
WOMEN'S HANDSOME
STYLISH COATS.
Two more big

assortments

have

been received for this week's selling.
The prices are marvelously low and
demonstrate the advantages of our
spot cash methods of buying and
selling.
We are showing women's
new coats this week at $2.95, $4.85,
$5•50. 0-85, $7•50, $7I • 85, $8.65, $8•95.
$ro, $10.5o, $za.so, $15, $z6.5o, $11,
Sat and up to $49 each.
CHILDREN'S COATS FOR
AGES 4 TO 14 YEARS.
Just received and offered at bargain prices $1.35, $1.50, $1.85, $2.50,
$2.85, $3.50, $3.85, $4.00, $4 50 and
$4.81 each.
WOMEN'S TAILOR-MADE SUITS
Prices that will make it to your interest to see us before you buy.
WOMEN'S

PETTICOATS.

Handsome silk petticoats .in black
and high colors very special and only
A great sale of high$4 85 each.

grade black mercerized satteen petticoats, lustrous as silk, sold heretofore at $1.5o. In this sale at only $z
each.

Bath towels at 5c, toe, 12%c and
15c.

STAPLE DRY GOODS

Table linens at 35C, ark, 35C, 45c
and soc a yard.

BARGAINS FOR
FALL AND WINTER.
2c,
1
2c, 8/
1
Canton Flannel's at s, 6/
ad laYsr a Yardzoc
_
Light and dark outings at 6c, 7c,
8c and toe yard.
Yard-wide fleeced black Flannelettes at roc a yard.
Dress Cringhams at sC, 7C and roc
a yard.
2c, s
1
Apron-check Ginghams at 3/
yard.
a
c
2
1
/
6
and
2c
1
Fine mercerized satines at za/
and 15c a yard.
Quilt lining 4c . yard.
Quilt cotton at 8 I-3c and the snow
white at 9c a roll.

Cretons for comfort tops at 7c.

FALL HOSIERY & UNDERWEAR

Men's winter shoes at $t, $1.25,
$1•35, $1•40, $1.50, $1.75, Ia, $2•50,
$3, 43'5o, $3.85 and $4.75 a pair.

Extra quality ribbed hose for boys
and girls at toe, 13/
2c and zsc a
1
pair.

Boys' winter shoes at $1, 11.25,
$1.35, $1.50, $1.65, $175 and $2.00 a
pair.

Women's fleeced hose with ribbed
tops at z2/
2c a pair.
1

MANY BARGAINS IN THE

Men's army and navy socks at xa1
2c
/
a pair.
Children's heavy union suits at 25c.
Boys' heavy fleeced back undershirts and drawers at 2,SC.
Men's heavy fleeced back and ribbed
undershirts and drawers, very special
at 40c, sc and 55c.
Women's fine kid shoes at Si.25.
$z.5o, $2, $a.25 and the celebrated La
France shoes for women at $3 and

MUCH MONEY

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
A big stock of Carter's Railroad
Overalls and Jumpers have
just
reached us. Our prive 75c instead of
a dollar.
Boys' high grade Knee Pants at 50c
a pair.
Men's Shirts that are world beaters
at 25c and soc.
Men's Fur Hats at soc, 75c
Si so, $2, $2.5o and $3.

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE

CLUB HOUSE Empire Grain and

$303.
Mr. Trail is the chairman of the
county democratic committee for
Smithland county, and had not anything of value i nthe barns, account
TOUCHES THIS QUESTION TO BE TAKEN
SHERIFF POTTER
J. B. TRAIL LOST TWO BUILD- it not being yet the season to store
UP BY TRAVELING MEN
COIN
THE
OF
HEAPS
them with feed-stuff, stock, etc.
INGS FRIDAY LAST IN
OF THE CITY.
YESTERDAY.
LIVINGSTON.
The people of Livingston county
are becoming uneasy about this barn
burning business, and believe a fire
Illinois Central Railroad Ras Paid Building Will Either Be Erected or
People of County Believe That Fire- bug is aloose some where. During the
Leased for This Purpose by
City Taxes on Hospital and
past month about six barns have been
bug is Moose as Many Barns
Knights of the Grip.
Property.
Commons
destroyed and in each instance, the
Have Burned Recently.
evidence of incendiarism was plain.
Only a few days ago B. W, Lewis
Now that the Paducah traveling
Sheriff Lee Potter stated last evhis barn and eleven head of catlost
County Clerk George Landrum, of
ening that he had decided not to put men's carnival is over the members
tie.
Smithland, is in the city on business
the penalty on yet against property of this organization are preparing to
and yesterday stated that the evening
owners who have not paid to him call their meeting shortly for the purELEGANT HAT.
their taxes due for the county and pose of taking up the question of esbefore about to o'clock fire destroyed
two barns belonging to Mlr. J. B. Coons Establishment Give $as Hat state. He is authorized to place on tablishing a club houle here for the
the penalty for those who have not benefit of members and their friends.
Away for Horse Show.
Trail, the wealthy farmer who repaid by that time, but last evening It was their main object in giving
sides four miles out from Smitbland
said
to many had been unable to at- the festival to raise money with
The Coons Millinery company has
on the road leading to Birdsville. It
to this and come to his office, which to either lease a club house or
tend
the
of
is thought the blaze was of incendiary given a fine $as hat as one
had deferred the penalty prop- build one.
he
that
origin as there was no fire kept about prizes to be awarded during the apuntil he advertised the edlinosition
A meeting will be held some time
the place so the flames could start. It proaching horse show. It is an elewould be sometime the this week by the traveling men, at
which
quents
ignited a fine $Soo barn that was re- gant piece of headgear and wilt be
Yesterday and which time they will go over their
garded best in Livingston county. on exhibition the coming Tuesday middle of this month.
crowded with business which accumulated by reawas
Office
.his
night
last
This was reduced to ashes, while the and Wednesday at their establishin the sums due son -I the entertainment. After paypaying
taxpayers
WHY EMPIRE DRILLS ARE THE BEST.
flames leaped to a smaller structure ment during the millinery opening,
receipts ing off all their bills they can then
their
getting
and
them,
from
sight beside and totally destroyed it which is announced in another colDOUBLE DRAW BAR.
therefor. / He did not have time to see how much money they have on HAS
also. The latter was worth about umn.
FEED RUNS
DOUBbE
count up the total he took in before ,hand. It is quite probable this HAS
closing last evening, but it was some- 1 amount will be a snug sum, as they HAS TAPERED AXLE POLNTS.
where between $20,000 and Sas.000. He have done fairly well, considering HAS METAL CONDUCTORS
hat collected about $8o,000 altogeth- this is their first carnival line.
THE ONLY STOCK DRILL THAT WILL SOW STOCK PEAS
er since the work was started, and
The Trawling Men's club has sev- SUCCESSFULLY.
will collect the balance before long. eral hundred members, and a comHe is to collect about $t4o,00o alto- mittee from their organization will
gether.
be chosen right away to meet the
like body of the Travelers' Protective
Railroad Tax.
Association of this place, the latter
John J. Dorian yes•
Treasurer
City
FOR THE FALL SEASON PLAIN WEAVES ARE TO BE
a different group of men albeing
terday sent the Illinois Central railTheir object is to have a
together.
GIVEN THE PREFERENCE. THIS STYLE EDICT IS BEING
the
road authorities a receipt for g000,
house
between themselves and
club
amount of municipal taxes they paid
ADHERED TO IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. WE ARE
use same. Before
both
members
let
the
on
him the day before by check
was of leasing a
talk
the
carnival
the
PREPARED TO SHOW EVERYTHING IN THIS LINE TOrailroad hospital building on West
of the resicenter
home
the
in
nice
track
large
Broadway, and also on she
GETHER WITH OTHER NEW WEAVES AND FANCIES.
same
of vacant commons running from dence portion of town and fix
rooms,
AT soc PER YARD WE SHOW A COMPLETE LINE OF
writing
rooms,
club
into
up
Jefferson
the
on
behind the institution
Clay bath rooms, bed rooms, reading
street side, over towards
SOLID COLORS IN ALL THE LEADING SHADES TOGETHER
the rooms, etc., and make it a veritable
own
people
street. The railorad
WIT!! AN IMMENSE LINE OF PLAIDS AND SOME VERY
vacant strip of ground stretching out home for the drummers while in this
behind the hospital and are preparing city.
STYLISH CHECKS. A VISIT OF INSPECTION WILL MAKE
We desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE
Just as soon as things get settled
to run streets through same. plat it
YOU ACQUAINTED WITH THEM.
carniof
SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENGafteoeffects
WHITMAN
from
the
down
off
same
sell
and
lots,
off into city
val, the club house question will be
AT $x oo AND $1 so PER YARD WE SHOW TWO COMpiecemeal.
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
1,taken up by the men who feel greatHOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS
PLETE LINES OF BROADCLOTHS. ALSO MANY OTHER
FOOD FOR CANNIBAL KING. ly encouraged over the success of
WEAVES
their festival.
The furniture is now being installThe Kanakus Kill Two Natives and
AT $1 so AND $2 oo PER YARD VERY CHOICE STYLES
ed in the room the T. P. A. is outServed Them a Is Carte.
IN PLAIDS. THESE ARE VERY NEW.
fitting at Riverside hospital for the
Victoria, B. C.. Sept. a.—News of benefit of its members who take ill
a cannibal feast by black* at Mani- and have to be cared for at that in.
Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets
cotti was received yesterday by the stitution.
native* of Moskelyn
Miowera. T
island, who were trading with them
FATAL EXPLOSION.
NEW COATS.
NEW
SUITS
were waylaid near Mallicolo by KanThe coats this season are
Coat Suits of the long fitted
akus. The men were slaughtered and New York Badly Shaken and One
longer, 40 to s inches long.
coats will be in vogue this seaMan in the City Killed.
their bodies carried to a coast village.
They are made in the stunwhere they were opened as game and
son.
The
of
variety
materials
ning
swagger effect, which
The bodies
New York, Sept. an.—One man is
prepared 'for a feast.
are cheviots, fancy mixtures
gives the wearer that real gracewere placed in a native canoe and as said. to have been blown to pieces and
and broadcloths. Prices from
ful appearance. Prices $5.00 to
the murderers were leaving they in- another to have had his arm town off
$40.00.
$12 so to $p oo
curred the, suspicion of M. Vigourez, in a tremendous explosion last night
a Frenth trader. The natives told in the excavation for the Pennsylhim tt had killed some pigs and vania terminal. The city was shakthe F nchman, believing their story, en for a radius of half a mile around
allowed them to go. It subsequently the excavation, and the people all
transpired that several tribes were as- over the neighborhood ran from their
ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5TH AND 6TH,
sembled and a feast of human flesh houses in fright.
MRS. CORA WILLIAMS CLARK WILL HAVE HER OPENING
So great was the force of the exwas held. White settlers h-eard of
that a rock weighing 200
OF FALL MILLINERY.
plosion
this and under pressure the natives
X
admitted they had roasted the hod- pounds came down like a meteorite
feet
750
street,
Thirtieth
West
on
ies and devoured the arms and legs
away. It crashed in its descent
of the unfortunate men.
through the transom over the door
of a little shop and buried itself in
His Little paha.
ONE LOT OF GENTS' ilEGLE SHIRTS, WERE soc, REbeams under the floor. The
the
see that Satan is taking
DUCED TO 35c OR 3 FOR it 00.
stone ripped the coat from the back
the Keeipp treatment.
of Lciws J. Majas, who wat standJupi1ury—What of that?
'Met'
ONE LOT,,OF GENTS' NEGLIGEE SHIRTS, WERE $1•00,
in front of the counter. Tie had
ing
a
er—I've
to
cut
notion
off
REDUCED TO 75c. ALL SIZES 14 TO A.
a miraculous escape from death.
the in isture.
Several persons also sustained min.Metfury—Oh, give the devil his
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECinjuries.
or
d eVi. 1
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
Evasicin.
of Royalty's Privileges.
'DON' ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
"We've quit keeping up appear(Hooston Post)
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
"V‘hat do you make of the saying, ances."
"What are you doing now?"
can do no wrong?"'
g
i
l
ki
"c
'A
AGENTS FOR BUTT/RICK PATTERNS
, wheoever a king Abe; any- "Oh, keeping up disappearances."-THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
.• -if
thin wrong it is all debt"
Puck.
,

BARN BURNED

041411841

$3.50 a pair.
Children and misses' school shoes
at soc, 65c, 75c., 85c, Ssic, $1, $1.15,
$1.25, $1.35 and $1.50 a pair.

Fertilizer Drill
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s
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NEW DRESS GOODS

Powell-Rogers Co.

129 North Third Street : : : : Paducah, Ky.

Oft-SIX-1111.S.IFAS/M4S/a.14114-ZO

To Patrons of the Horse
Show

1

gt Paducah Saddlery Co,

KY

HORSE OUTFITTERS

1

CLOAKS, SUITS AND SKIRTS

1101KWWWWWWWWWW10

2
Eli

For Lawn Tennis Goods, Boxing
Gloves and Foot Balls Call on

1 OF

ess."

D. G. Wilson

FALL MILLINERY OPENING

LiCtion,
ics.
4
f

At HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE
We handle only the best and highest quality in
such goods and our prices are always a little
lower than others.

l

Special Sale of Gents' Shirts

Itspittr—I

E.G. BOONE,

_

In.
seassaa
Wire a
nate."
eplied.
stand

L B. Ofilalt liirarrANY
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THERE ARE SOME HEADS
THAT
NEVER
ACHE, AND
THERE ARE A GREAT MANY
THAT DO. THOSE THAT DO
NEED
REVALL HEADACHE WAFERS.
roc AND 25c; GUARANTEED.
SEE OUR WINDOW.

Watch Our Window

M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
Sunday Morning, Oct. r, 19o5.
11111011110.110M.M.•

LOCAL NEWS

ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Confederate Daughters.
Tue•day afterttuon at 3 o'clock the
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet with Miss Della Coleman at her
home on West Jefferson street.
itt'WMia
Revolutionary Daughters.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Thursday afternoon fft 3 o'clock with Mrs. Bettie
Buchanan, at Eighth and Jefferson
streets.
*Mfr..:41
Cotillion Club.
'The Cotillion club has reorganized
for this winter and will give a series
of handsome dances at the Palmer
during the cold months. At the meeting of the club last Tuesday evening
in the office of Mr. Frank Boone the
following officers were chosen: Louis
Rieke, Jr., president; Wallace Weil,
vice president; Evert ThoMpson, secretary and treasurer. The officers in
addition to Messrs. Charles Alcott
and John Sherwin will act as the executive committee.

Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76i.
-The horse Show committee meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2 O'CIO2k at
the Commercial club headquarters on
South Fourth street.
--NIRss Davie Cowper continue to
Mr. Rodney Davis returned yesterimprerve at their 'home in Stnithland. day at noon from Mayfield.
'She had her leg fractured twice durMajor George Saunders went to
ing a runaway.
Mayfield yesterday afternoon to spend
-Miss Amelia Unrath is ill with Sunday with his family.
malarial fever at Fourth an.; TennesMr. James Ckments has returned
see streets.
from a Southern drumming trip.
-Mr. and Mrs. Henry .Bougeno, of
Miss Nellie Henneberger has reMechanicsburg, have a new girl baby. turned from visiting in Evansville.
-This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Mrs. Com Williams has returned
Bible class holds its Sabbath after- from visiting in Elizabethtown and
noon meeting at the Y. M. C. A. and Bowling Green, Ky.
everybody is invited to attend.
Lawyer J. Campbell Flournoy has
-Word has reached here that returned from a trip to Chattanooga
Wednesday there died at South and Atlanta, Ga.
Haven, Mich., Mrs. Courtney D.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Atkins
Crary, who was burned Friday at and son have returned from Washing"Chicago. She is the mother-in-law of ton, D. C., where they accompani
ed
Mrs. Arthur Crary, formerly Miss
Mary Corbett of this city.
-The L. A. L. ball team today
goes to Princeton to play the club
of that city. Grover Land and Eddie
Taylor go alopg to help the Paducah
boys.
-Officer John McCune and wife
'have a new boy baby at their home.
-Miss Maugerite Jones and Mr.
Thomas Parsley married Thursday at
Nobleville, Ind. The bride formerly
lived in Paducah.
-The Ishkoodah makes its initial
appearance Tuesday. It is the little
monthly publication gotten out by
the high school pupla.
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horse Friday and her arm fractured in
two places. She was visiting her
mother there.
City Attorney T. B. Harrison is
home from a several weeks' trip to
FOR SALE-On North Sixtt.and
Central Kentucky.
'Colonel Micheal Griffin is here from Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room/Boum
Murray to spend Sunday with his Inquire rof8 Trimble street
family.
FOR RENT-New 6-room cottage
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McEl-ath, of in desirable location.
110odIrn conMurray, are here visiting Dr. and veniences.
Apply 619 Kentucky ave.
NfIrs. J. R. Coleman.
FOR SALE-Two mules, 1.3 hands,
Mr. Muck Logue leaves tomorrow
for a drumming trip through Wiest harness and hand-made delivery wagKentucky and Tennessee. He is now on, cheap. Apply ato North Fifth
with the St. Louis Glass and Queens- street.
ware company.
WANTED-Good
stenographer.
Mr. Loten Plumlee left this morn- State machine familiar
with, and saling for Fulton to spend the day.
ary required at begining.
CorreMr. Will Scott, the hardware drum- spondence confidential. Address, Box
mer bast night returned from a trip 96 Paducah.
to Missouri.
WiANTED-Two hustlers by mfgr.
.1alk. John Green, of Los Angeles,
Cal., has gone to Union City, Tenn., of staple line, to call on retail trade.
after visiting his brother, Mr. Will Expense money advanced. Salary
$2o.00 paid weekly. G. T. Sexton,
V. Green of Fetters boat store.
Mk. Edward Overstreet of Mem- Star Bldg., Chicago.
phis, was here yesterday cn route
FOR RENT: Second and third
home from visiting his mother in the
county.. He is the telegraph opera- floors of buikling on tomer Third
tor formerly manager of The Postal and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business ofTelegraph company's office here.
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Dr. C. E. Whitesides leaves today
Diammen, Jr.
for Columbus, Ind., to visit his wife,
who is there at the home of his parWANTED-Men to learn the barents, Col. and Mrs. John Cramp.
ber trade. We originated this short
She is quite ill. Dr. Arnsworth, of method
of teaching in 1893. Have
New York, is here to take charge of successful
graduates
everywhere.
the other's office during his absence. Board
included if desired. Little exMr. E. M. Johnson, of Nasha.- 11e, pense, positions waiting. Catalogue
Tenn., has left artz.r conferriny with mailed free. Mole Barber College,
the Paducah Carnival association, St. Louis, Mo.
which gives the annual festival each
spring. He has organized at New
WANTED - Strictly high-grade
York a new company to furnish car- man as state manager large corponival attractions and his features next ration, established. 22 years, doing
year will be different from the .,old business every state in Union. Salshows. It is probable his company ary, $2.100 for to 1-2. months per
will supply the shows for the affair year and commissions. Minimum inhere.
vestment $t000 in company and high
est reference required. Supt ,Agencies Box 487, Milwaukee, Wis.

POPULAR WANTS

re. eirardey's THE RIVER NEWS
)vlillinery Dioplay
I
Cueeday, Oct. 3.

A Cool Refreshing Drink.
THERE IS NOTH,ING THAT BRACES UP A MAN
ON A HOT DAY LIKE A COOL REFRESHING DRINK
OF

Stark
Regis

Belvedere
Ube Master Brew
THE PURE, HIGH GRADE
MALT
MAKES IT
STRENGTHENING. THE CAREFULLY SELECT E D
HOPS MAKE IT COOLING. THE SKILLFUL BREWING GIVES IT A PECULIARLY REFRESHING, SATISFYING FLAVOR NOT FOUND IN OTHER BEERS.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW;AND
BE SATISFIED.
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paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS AT 211 BROADWAY.
WATCHES.
ZOO 7-jewel Elgin Watches for
$3.50; so 7-jewel Elgin Watches
in to and so year cases, for
$6.00 and $7.5o; 50 21 and 23
jewel watches, such as the Bun
Special,
Street
Special
and
Crescent Street, worth $35 to
$55.00; sale price
to $29.50.
OVERCOATS.
zoo Overcoats to be sold regardless of cost or value; soci
zuwedoemed
Overcoats
worth
from 16.00 to ho.00. go at $3.00
to $9-80.
GUNS AND PISTOLS
A fine line of Guns and Pistols
to be sold at the very lowest
prices
Also a large stock of
unredeemed guns and pistols to
be sold at your own price.
SHOES
We have 1,000 pairs of new, up-

to-date Shoes to be sold regardless of cost or value, too pairs
of unredeemed shoes, worth $3.50
to $5 oo; sale price, $i 50 to $2 so
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
too Fiddles, worth from $6 on to
25.00, to be sold for $3 50 to
$12.50. 100 Guitars, worth from
$5 on to $z5.00. Sale price. $1.75
to $9 50. so Accordeoris ranging
in price from $4 so to $13-00;
salt price, $2.50 to $7 50.
CLOTHING.
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1,000 Pairs Pane, all new and
up-to-date goods, all $1.50 pants.
Sale price, 98c; all $2.00 and
$2 50 pants go at Si 48; all $3.50
and $4.0o pants go at $279; all
our $4.50 and $6 oo tailor-made
pants go at $3.48. too coats and
vests to be sold regardless Of
cost or value

Captain Tom Murray has arrive4
from Shawneeterwn, Ill., with t '
dredgeboat of the Brunn-Boi
Lumber company. The outfit is to be
pulled on the dryclocks for repairs to
a big hole knocked in the hull some
STORE WILL BE OPEN EVERY EVENIN
G UNTIL 930
days ago. A big sawlog rolled down
the river bank at ShawneetOwn and
struck the dredgeboat which was
Monthly Payment House.
moored in the river at the landing,
North View addition ;near Rowknocking in the hull a big hole. Capt.
landtown; car line; new 4 room house
Murray raised the dredge and she was
$1,350, $15o cash, halance Sao per
brought here.
Miss Elizabeth Atkins, who entered
month.
For the Tennessee river there left
Whittemore Real Estate Agency school there.
yesterday afternoon at 5 o'elock the
Miss
C,onaty,
Nellie
DuQuoin,
of
i
Fraternity Building Both Phones 835.
, steamer Kentucky. She comes out
'W.. returned '-lhomt yesterday after
'
again next Thursday evening.
visiting Miss Kate Bauer, of Eighth
MUSICAL PROGRAMME
Tomorrow night there comes from
MRS.
SUMMER
S
OF
SOUTH
and Madiaon streets.
the Tenneysee river the steamer
NINTH ENLISTED HELP
' For First Christian Church Has InMrs. 0. D. Tucker, of St. Louis,
Clyde. She lays until 5 o'clock WedOF POLICE.
teresting Numbers. •
went home yesterday. She has been
nesday afternoon before departing to
The musicale programme for ser- vlsiting her granddaughter, Mrs. Lothat stream on her return.
vices today at the First Christian gan Boulware.
The steamer Warren returned from
Detectives Are Working on the Cass
church, has been arranged as follows:
Mr. Henry Maimnen, of 0EensCairo
last night and lays at the
Where Baby Found at Judge
Morning Service.
bora, returned home yesterday fter
wharf all day. She gets out again
Lightfoot's Home.
Anthem-"Great and Marvelous"- visiting
his uncle, Mr. Henry
for that city at 8 o'clock tomorrow
amH. Farmer.
men, the bookbinder.
morning.
''Fear Not, 0 Isreal"-Spicker.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
Mr. Harry G. Tandy, of Frankfort,
Evening Service.
Mrs. Summers, of South Ninth
arrived
from
Evansville and lays here until
in
the
city
yesterday.
Guartette-"The Mellow Eve is
street, telephoned Lieutenant Frank
Mrs. B. J. Billings and child re- Harlen of the police force, shortly be- to o'clock tomorrow before getting
Gliding.
turn today from a visit/ to Fulton and fore 2 o'clock this morning that her out an her return that way.
Solo-"I Wjli Extol Thee"The Hehry Harley went to Evanstwo daughters and son went to the
by Mrs. W. C. Schofield. Martin.
ville yesterday and comes back here
Mr. G. P. LaFollette, of St. Louis, carnival last night, but seem to have
is visiting in this city where he for- gotten lost as they had not shown again Tuesday.
2 Story Installem House.
The Buttorff comes in today from
No. 1017 Harrison, North side, 7 merly lived.
up at home by time she was telephon.
Nashville and lays until noon tomorrooms, 2 story, bath, so ft. tot, stable,
ing.
The
lieutenant
put officers to
,Miss Eura Coles, of Mayfield, has
extra house. $3.500, $2oo cash, bal- returned home after visiting Miss looking for the children, but they row before leafing for Clarksville,
The City of Sakillo should coma, •
ance $30 per month.
Nona Stokes, of South Fourth street. could not find them. It is probable
out
of the Tennessee river tonight
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Nk. Joheph Williams and wife, of the little ones did not get away from
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 8,55. Murray, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. the grounds until early this morn- bound back to St. Louis.
Yesterday's Stages.
•
ing, and had to walk home as the
C. L. Acree.
Cairn .... .... ............21.5 III
d
Third Annual Ball.
cars
may
have
stopped.
The oldest
?ass Irene Scott yesterday went to
Chattanooga .... .... .... 1.4 sta
Memphis to visit her sister, Mrs. Roy girl is only thirteen years of age.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE,TODAY BEFORE
Cincinnati
8.7 fall
Tomorrow evening, Monday, Octo- Dawson.
YOU
GO ELSEWHERE
Evansville ...... ....
7.1 fall
ber 3rd, the Red Mrn"s Amusement
Mrs. /Oben Barkley is visiting in
Work
on
Baby
Case.
Florence.
-missing.
.-4-1-1-a•a•:•++++++ 11-11111 :-+-1-3-1-4-1-a+-1-t-1-1-0.-4 l-H-::
committee, gives its third annual ball Mayfield.
The detectives are still working on Johnsonville .... .... .... 1 o stand
at the Red Men's hall on North
Captain George 0. Hart returned the baby case, where the little waif
Louisville
4.2 fan
Fourth street. Admission so cents. from Fulton yesterday.
was found in Judge Lightfoot"s yard Mt. Carmel
3.1 NI'
Everybody invited.
Miss Hattie Settle goes to N ..h- on West Jefferson street. The slueths
Nashville
7.4 far
CLARENCE HOUSEHOLDER
ville tomorrow for a visit.
are working in certain direction, but Pittsburg
5.8 stadd
S PORTEOUS
Messrs Earl and Lou Griffin l.ave have as'yet gotten no clue as to whom
Davis Island Dam
2.6 fall
HENRY LEHNHARD.
gone to Dawson.
the child belonged, or who put it in St. Louis .... ....
i5.0, fall
Committee
Mrs. Gus Tate goes to St. Louis the judge's yard.
k, FOR YOUR DINNER.
Mt. Vernon
68"al'
tomorrow to visit her sister, Mrs.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
Padncah
...
8.t ialf
Terrible Street Bargain.
Battle.
1130 UNTIL a P. M.
McClain
Held Over.
No. too8, 5 room house; good ' Mts. Joseph Tanner and Mss May
McClainn
Walter
releaseiT
has
been
neighborhood; good lot; car line. St.- Blossom Cherry, of Cairo, have lebZNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 12:30 to 2.
Lots so Cents Per Week.
frosts pail at M4yfirld on $5,000 bond.
ton.Ago cash, balance i and 2 years. turned home after visiting here.
For those who would like to save
' Whittemore Real Estate Agency
,MIss Phoebe Dawes has returned to answer at the November term of a little money-not miss it-and buy
court to the charge of killing hs a lot we offer lots in our North Side
Fraternity Bnild;ng Both Phones P35. from visiting in Kuttawa.
Miss Mamie Graves, of Dycusburg, brother and another man at Lynville addition on the Hinkleville road, west
last year. He is the young man of Oak Grove, for from $250 to
Grocery Burglarized.
is visiting Mrs. C. T. Glenn.
George Dipple, of Seventh and
Mr. Jeff Read went to Owensboro, caught here week before last at the inctiding street grading, stone fide
Fondaw residence on North Twelfth walks and water mains, for nr0y,•
Jackson streets, reported yesterday Ky., yesterday.
that the night before thieves entered
cents per week. Plat and full
Mr. Robert D. McMillan, of The street.
his (otablishment through a window, Afternoon Sun, yesterday left for St.
ulars ow request
We Write Anything in Insurance
and stole -tberut aro worth of grocer- Louis on getting a message stating
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Winnipeg, Manitoba, now has a
ies.
Fraternay Building Beith Phones 835
that his wife was thrown from a population of 78,000.
Broadw

BEN MICHAEL.
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USE KEVIL'S

OHILDREN LOST .

Ht4istocrat flour

*1

The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

cutie .5"-efirt:)1(

TERI

At'& Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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General Insurance Agency

Office 306

•4

ay

Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
4111111111$18.11.1111111111111111111111111P

FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING ANNALL OT

,•

BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Russell' L4mber Co.
Prompt De1i4fery

Elevehth 'and Tennessee Streets.
,
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